The levels of the universe (an upgradable sketch) to the unredeemed spirit.
Spiritual levels
(supporting and leading levels)
Realities of highest reality degree
and of lowest relativity degree
Spirit = cause
Higher-dimensional hyperspaces;
> 5 dimensions (space-time-spirit
dimensions)
Space and time are means for the
spirit and freely interchangeable
and yet fictitious
Higher dimensional hyper-worlds
(non-physical worlds)

Spiritual sizes:
Spiritual energy (Psi energy, Reiki,
...)

Fields (indistinguishable from
spiritual energy, thought fields)

No mass (pure energy)
Causative levels
(functional mirroring of Heaven)
Spiritual laws:
Thoughts can create all sorts of
things and impossible things

Dialogue, conflict, internal disunity,
doubt, ...
Uncertainty in application of
spiritual laws
Travels freely available in spacetime; intake of bird's eye views
(Overview to time events of Matter
specific space-time)
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Subtle levels
(intermediate levels, link)
Intermediate levels in terms of
reality and of relativity
Subtle realm = action principle
≥ (?) 5-dimensional space-time

gross material level

Time and space interchangeable
(?) and in the weak coupling (?)

Limitations of the physical phenomena
give the impression that time and space
are coupled to each other
Section of 5- and higher-dimensional
worlds, physical world

Sections of the higherdimensional hyper-worlds,
imaginary worlds (non-physical
worlds)
Imaginary sizes (non-physical):
Energy (orgone, prana, aura,
Kundalini, Chakras as transmitting and receiving stations, ether,
tachyons, biophotons, ...)
Fields (morphic fields, Akashic
records, …)

Imaginary mass (elementals
= thought forms, tachyons, ...)
Levels of the active principle

Reality of lowest reality degree and of
highest relativity degree
Body = manifestation/effect
4-dimensional space-time

Physical sizes:
Energy (atomic and subatomic energy
particles, light, radiation, electricity, ...)

Fields (Gravitational fields, electromagnetic fields, weak and strong nuclear
fields)
mass (particles of matter)

Level of effects and manifestations,
based on the spiritual processes
Subtle laws, law of
Material laws, laws of conversion,
transformation and change
equivalence of mass and energy,
equivalence of inertial and gravitational
mass, relations to curvature of spacetime, …
Law of polarity (Yin-Yang principle): cyclical processes of the cosmos,
elementary processes, karmic cycles, sleep-wake rhythm, day-night cycle, …
Law of Polarity = testimony of “law-violation” (incorrect application) that is
based on an uncertainty, which brings the spirit to the cyclical waver (vicious
spirals): the cyclical processes are the manifestations of these “think-spirals”
Travels in the space-time
Travel of the body in space-time only (?)
possible without any special
possible by conversion into subtle
conversion processes (on
intermediate states (beaming); Time
mental/spiritual ways)
travel of the spirit for example possible in
Trance / hypnosis without dematerialization of the body
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